
Seems like it needs milk.

It’s tasty, but weak.

Too strong for me!
I really, really need to go 
to the bathroom now.

It’s sour and astringent!
It’s bitter and harsh!

Wow, it worked! It’s smooth, 
balanced and sweet!

Yes.No.

Maybe try adding milk.

This is where you 
add more co�ee.

Use less co�ee 
(or more water) 
in your recipe.

I’ll bet you do. Run!

Brew the co�ee and taste it.

You’ve managed to over-extract your 
co�ee, getting more than 20% of the 
bean dissolved into the drink. 

Grind one step coarser.

Are you sure? The trick here is to keep 
grinding more finely until you go just past 
the perfect extraction. Make sure you get all 
the way there, and then step back from 
over-extracted, to 20% extraction. So we 
have to ask:

Have you already tried grinding 
one step finer, to see if it tastes 
harsh and bitter? 

Nice work: You’ve achieved your perfect extraction!

Sounds under-extracted, which means less 
than 20% of the bean has been dissolved.  

Grind your beans one step 
finer to get more extraction.

Grind your beans one step 
finer to get more extraction.

Now you can play with the ratio of co�ee 
to water. Keep the same grind size and 
brew time.

Adding more co�ee will strengthen your brew, sure, but 
most likely it will also taste bitter and harsh. That's because 
often, the problem isn't the amount of co�ee, it's the size of 
the grounds. If you're working with too-coarse grounds, you 
won't be able to extract the great flavors and aromas locked 
inside each bean, no matter how much co�ee you dump in 
that filter. If you’re working with finer grounds, it’ll be easier 
to extract flavor, but it’s also easier to over-extract, resulting 
in a co�ee that tastes burned and bitter.

So what the heck are you supposed to do? We got you.

If you make co�ee and it tastes weak and bland, the solution is 
to add more co�ee grounds next time, right? Not so fast. 

ChefSteps presents

Getting the Good Stu�: 
A Practical Guide to Extraction

First, pick a brewing method—French press, Chemex, drip, 
whatever. Use a coarse grind, with 7.5 percent ground beans 
to the total weight of brewed co�ee. (So, for example, if 
you’re making a French press with 800 grams of water, use 
60 grams of co�ee grounds.) Brew time will vary depending 
on your method, so just pick an amount of time and stick 
with it for now.

The main thing to keep in mind: 20% is the ideal extraction. 
Okay, let’s do this.
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